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KSC team responds to STS-111 need

Space Congress educates, inspires
(See STS-111,  Page 4)

Station downlink,
Hubble images
thrill attendees

A ribbon cutting kicks off the opening of the 39th Space Congress in Cape
Canaveral. From left are Space Congress Chairman Walter Yager; Mayor
Rocky Randles of Cape Canaveral; U.S. Rep. David Weldon; Brig. Gen.
Donald Pettit, commander of the 45th Space Wing; and KSC Deputy
Director Jim Jennings.

     When Endeavour leaves the
confines of Earth this month for the
International Space Station (ISS) on
Mission STS-111, designated
Utilization Flight 2 (UF-2), it will
carry the fifth Expedition crew, an
ISS component and several science
experiments.

 It will also carry a critical Orbital
Replacement Unit (ORU) for the
Space Station Robotic arm – a
wrist/roll joint that was added to
the mission with the help of
Kennedy Space Center’s Launch
on Need Team.

The team had only 43 days prior
to the original launch date of May 2
(now May 30) to react to the need.
    NASA and their contractor teams
across KSC, Johnson Space Center
and Marshall Space Flight Center,
International Partner Canada and
their contractor, MacDonald
Dettwiler Robotics, worked

together to make sure all the
analytical and physical products
associated with the ORU were
available when needed, said Jose

Nunez, KSC ISS External Carriers
lead, Mission Integration Branch.

“Usually a Space Shuttle
mission’s crew and payloads are

determined over a year in ad-
vance,” Nunez said. “ But in this
case, we took a process which
normally takes over a year to
develop and carried it out in less
than two months, all within
NASA’s safety guidelines.”
     What makes the events leading
up to Flight UF-2 different from
others is that the ORU, with its
associated flight support equip-
ment (weighing more than 540
pounds), was installed vertically at
the pad on a sidewall carrier only 22
days before launch.

To do this, Nunez first turned to
the team of engineers from the
Advanced Engineering Environ-
ment (AEE) program and the
Payload Carriers program for
assistance in real-time simulation.
     The AEE engineers use a virtual

Workers at Pad 39A prepare the Orbital Replacement Unit (wrist/roll joint)
for transfer to Space Shuttle Endeavour’s payload bay for launch May 30
on Mission STS-111 to the International Space Station.

The 39th Space Congress held at
the Radisson Resort at the Port in
Cape Canaveral April 30-May 3
featured a number of special
events, including the unveiling of
dramatically improved new Hubble
Space Telescope imagery.

The telescope’s camera was
upgraded during the most recent
servicing mission.

A downlink video communication
from the International Space
Station with the Expedition 4 crew
brought the wonder of the Station
directly to the conference on its
opening day.
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Awards

Recognizing Our People
FSBR honors Weldon, Feeney for efforts

The Florida Space Business
Roundtable (FSBR) honored Space
Coast U.S. Representative Dave
Weldon and recognized his
continued support for the nation’s
space programs during its annual
Congressional Dinner April 29, the
evening preceding the 39th Space
Congress event in Cape Canaveral.

The Congressional Dinner also
provided a venue for the FSBR
chairman to present the 2002
Bumper Award to State Representa-
tive Tom Feeney, Speaker of
Florida’s House of Representatives,

for his support of space industry
issues in the Florida Legislature.

“As a former state legislator from
the Space Coast, I have a real
appreciation for the challenges of
promoting and defending space
issues in Washington and Tallahas-
see,” said FSBR Chairman Winston
“Bud” Gardner. “Congressman
Weldon has done an excellent job
in Washington watching over our
state’s space-related interests, and
Representative Feeney has
provided stellar support for
Florida’s statewide, $4.5 billion

space industry in Tallahassee.”
FSBR sponsors two annual

awards for organizations or
individuals who provide excellent
support for space-related business
and education issues.

The Bumper Award, named after
the first rocket launched from
Florida, on July 24, 1950, is
presented for space business
support.

The Explorer Award, named after
the first satellite launched from
Florida, honors education achieve-
ment and was presented to former

astronaut Sam Durrance, executive
director of the Florida Space
Research Institute, during the
recent 2002 Space Industry Day
event in Tallahassee.

The Congressional Dinner was
held at the Doubletree Oceanfront
Resort in Cocoa Beach.

The Florida Space Business
Roundtable is a not-for-profit
organization formed in l986 “to
promote an expanding space
industry in which Florida leads the
nation and our nation leads the
world in space.”

Instrumentation Branch Chief Bill Helms retires
Bill Helms, chief of the Instru-

mentation Branch in the Spaceport
Engineering and Technology
Directorate and a major force in
helping Kennedy Space Center
evolve as a Spaceport Technology
Center, has retired after more than
35 years of government service
with NASA at KSC.

“It’s been exciting and rewarding
to be on the launch teams for
Apollo and Space Shuttle launches,
and to develop new technologies
for Shuttle and Space Station
processing,” Helms said. “But the
most enduring memory of my 35
years with NASA will be the
competence, dedication and
professionalism of my friends and
colleagues at KSC and NASA.”

Helms began his government
service as an engineer in the Saturn
Launch Vehicle Operations
Measuring Branch, where he
implemented and operated the first
Hazardous Gas Detection System
for the Apollo moon launches.

After seven years on the Apollo
Launch Team, Helms joined the
Design Engineering Directorate
where he led the development of
the Space Shuttle Hazardous Gas
Detection, Hydrogen Leak and Fire
Detection, and Hypergolic Vapor
Detection Systems.

The Space Shuttle Hazardous
Gas Detection System was used

Bill Helms, who served as chief of the Instrumentation Branch at Kennedy
Space Center, shows off a cartoon about his career at his retirement party.
The cartoon, “Fractured Rocket Histories, The Discovery of Hazardous
Gas Detection Systems,” was created by Stan Starr, Dynac’s deputy
program director and chief engineer.

successfully for more than 100
Shuttle launches over 22 and a half
years. Helms’ contribution helped
lead to a Space Act Award in 2000.
The award was the largest indi-
vidual Space Act Award in the
history of KSC.

After leading the development of
the system, Helms joined the Space
Shuttle Launch Team and activated
and operated those systems for the
early Space Shuttle launches.

He then returned to Design
Engineering and led the develop-
ment of oxygen deficiency monitor-
ing systems, contamination moni-

toring systems, and a variety of
other instrumentation technologies.

Later, as chief of the Instrumenta-
tion Section, he led the develop-
ment of the Instrumentation Labor-
atories, as well as instrumentation
for Mobile Launcher Platforms 2
and 3, Launch Pad 39B, Centaur,
and Vandenberg Air Force Base.

Helms most recently served as
chief of the Instrumentation
Branch, where he was responsible
for leading the development of a
wide range of instrumentation
systems for the Space Shuttle,
Payloads, and International Space

Station, including NASA’s 2001
Commercial Invention of the Year.

“Starting the Instrumentation
Laboratories is one of the things
I’m most proud of in my career,”
Helms said. “We began with one
lab and now there are ten.

“The laboratories allow KSC to
develop new technologies that can
be applied to operational problems.
Many of those technologies are
spun off for use by industry or
other government agencies.”

During Helms’ career at KSC,  he
helped resolve hundreds of
problems for the Apollo, Shuttle,
and Space Station programs,
including significant contributions
to the return-to-flight activities
after the Challenger accident.

He received numerous awards
over his career, including two
NASA Exceptional Service Medals
and the Silver Snoopy.

Center Director Roy Bridges Jr.
said in his letter to Helms: “Your
technical expertise and leadership,
most recently as the Chief of the
Spaceport Engineering and
Technology’s Instrumentation
Branch, will be strongly missed.”

Bridges applauded his efforts to
mentor young engineers: “Because
of this, your contributions will
continue even after your retirement
through the men and women that
you have trained and inspired.”
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Boeing’s Doug Thom named ‘Energy Champion’

‘Pink Team’ No. 233 scores big in FIRST World

Doug Thom, Boeing’s Payload
Ground Operations Contract
energy manager, is leading
Kennedy Space Center by example.

Thom was selected as this year’s
NASA Energy Champion for the
energy awareness campaign, “You
Have the Power,” initiated by the
Department of Energy’s Federal
Energy Management Program.

“Energy Champions who have
made extraordinary contributions to
the energy savings efforts are
recognized by the Department of
Energy at all federal installations,”
said Barbara Naylor, environmental
protection specialist and Environ-
mental and Energy Awards Program
chair. “These men and women have
developed and advocated innova-
tive practices which have been
saving energy and money and
improving the efficiency of the
government. They serve as role
models for their fellow employees

and for all Americans.”
NASA Headquarters’ Environ-

mental Management Division asked
all NASA centers to nominate

candidates for a single slot as
NASA’s newest Energy Champion.

NASA KSC Payloads/Station
nominated Thom for saving energy
and dollars by aggressively
working to improve the efficiency
of operations and maintenance
practices. Thom is helping NASA
avoid 20 billion British Thermal
Units and $350,000 in energy costs.

The DOE program will feature
Thom’s photo and accomplish-
ments on posters for distribution
across NASA centers.

KSC employees had the chance
for a sneak peak of the poster at the
2002 Energy and Environmental
Awareness Week activities.

 “I am honored to be selected as
NASA’s Energy Champion. Energy
conservation does not have to be
painful or costly. Boeing’s energy
conservation team strives to
operate only what is necessary,
only when it is needed, at the

highest level of efficiency possible.
Often times all that is required to
substantially reduce energy
consumption and costs are proce-
dural changes and challenges to
the way we’ve always done things
in the past,” said Thom.

“Our behind the scenes
workforce of maintenance techni-
cians, mechanics, electricians, and
engineers are really the individuals
who ‘have the power’ to conserve
energy at very low expense. There
is much work left to be done to
meet our Federal mandated energy
reduction goals. Much of the low
hanging fruit has already been
picked.”

Along with details on the
program and previous Energy
Champions, Thom’s information
and poster will soon be available at
the FEMP web site: http://
www.eren.doe.gov/femp/yhtp/
nasa.html.

Doug Thom is featured as Energy
Champion on a Department of
Energy poster that will be
distributed across NASA centers.

No. 233 team members Megan
Robertson and Peter Martin take a
break at the regional competition.

A Kennedy Space Center-
sponsored team, No. 233, took the
FIRST World Championship by
storm, winning several honors,
including tying for third top team in
the world.

The For Inspiration and Recogni-
tion of Science and Technology
(FIRST) robotics competition,
featuring the top 290 of 650 teams
across the world, was held April 25-
27 at EPCOT Center in Orlando.

Team No. 233, the “Pink Team,”
attended the KSC regional at KSC
Visitor Complex March 7-9 and
fared well, then attended the
Canadian regional and rose to the
first seed position.

The high school team shined
even brighter at the world competi-
tion, taking home a top prize as well
as a number of other honors:
Archimedes division champion,
incredible play, leadership in
control and ten other team awards.

“We learned something in each
match and continually improved
both our vehicle and our strategy,”
said Andy Bradley of KSC’s
Electrical and Electronics Engineer-
ing Branch, who mentored the
team. “The intent of this whole
event is to inspire young people to

get involved with science and
technology, and to help make our
world a better place through
innovation.  As I look into the eyes
of our student members, it seems
clear that we have accomplished
that goal many times over.”

The Spaceport Engineering and
Technology Directorate’s Develop-
ment Integration Lab, known as the
Prototype Shop, has been support-
ing FIRST teams for many years.

Team No. 233’s performance this
year is particularly rewarding
because the lab member who
started and continued to drive the
mentoring effort, Ron Fox, passed
away in December, said NASA’s
John Poppert, who leads the lab.

“They all went out there to win
one for Ron and they did it,”
Poppert said.

Before their most recent success at the FIRST World Championship, the
Pink Team competed at the FIRST regional competition at Kennedy
Space Center Visitor Complex. Pictured from left are Nong Onvathanasin,
Andy Lieb, Kennedy Space Center mentor Andy Bradley, and Ben Hanzl.
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STS-111 ...
(Continued from Page 1)

KSC contributes to student ROV competion
When the Marine Advanced

Technology Education Center
(MATE) in Monterey, Calif., brings
its ROV (Remotely Operated
Vehicle) Design Competition for
High School and College Students
to Brevard County, Kennedy Space
Center’s Development Integration
Lab Robotics will play a large part
in helping facilitate the event.
     Section members Steve Van
Meter, NASA robotics specialist,
and Michael Lane, NASA electron-
ics engineering specialist, helped
the MATE Center find a suitable
location – the diving pool at
Brevard Community College-Cocoa
Campus – for the underwater part
of its robotics competition.

The team is also working to
provide underwater visuals of the
ROV competition for judging
purposes and general electrical and
mechanical repair support for the
competition teams during the
contest.
     According to Jill Zande, who
serves as outreach director for the
MATE Center, more than 25 high
school and college teams from ten
states and Canada, including a
team from BCC, will participate in
the competition.

“It was Steve who first sug-
gested bringing the competition to
KSC,” said Zande. “He and his

group have worked with land
robotics (FIRST) competitions for a
number of years, so not only did he
feel that they had the expertise to
support our event, but that this
would be an excellent way to
showcase the similarities between
land and underwater robotics.”
     Zande continued, “The group at
KSC has been extremely supportive
and instrumental in making this
first-ever competition happen.

“What I appreciate most is that
they are true proponents of
education and see the value of
providing students with these

types of hands-on learning
experiences. They have been a
wonderful group to work with.”
     Van Meter and Lane have
devised a way to attach special
infrared LED cameras to specially
constructed stands that will be
placed in the Olympic-size pool.

Judges for the ROV competition
will then be able to view each
contestant’s underwater robot
entry in action on separate
television screens.
     According to Van Meter, the
LED cameras were acquired to
record fish and alligator reactions

to Space Shuttle launches and are
being adapted to fit the needs of
the ROV competition.
     Commenting  on NASA’s ability
to support the ROV competition,
Van Meter said, “Our involvement
in this event helps our mission to
educate students about technology
and also encourages young people
to get training and knowledge in
the field of underwater robotics.
     “And from the KSC viewpoint,”
Van Meter continued, “by helping
to facilitate this event we have the
advantage of discovering new
ideas that may benefit NASA.”
     The robotics section will be on
hand during the preliminary and
final competition days to help with
last minute technical issues and
also offer guidance and advice to
the students participating in the
competition.
     The ROV Competition for High
School and College Students will
be held in conjunction with the
NOAA/NASA Link Project’s
Exploration 2002 Symposium at
KSC Visitor Complex May 20-22.

The underwater component of
the robotics competition is May 22
at the BCC-Cocoa Campus, with
team exhibits, including the ROVs,
on display May 19-21 in the IMAX
Theater building at the KSC Visitor
Center.

Michael Lane (left), NASA electronics engineering specialist, and Steve
Van Meter, NASA robotics specialist, adapt an LED camera for use in the
ROV Design Competition for High School and College Students.

lab that can simulate flight hard-
ware, facilities and ground support
equipment throughout KSC and
thereby help solve processing
problems in real-time.

 In this case, they ran different
real-time simulations of the ORU in
Endeavour’s payload bay until a
solution was reached.

What made this process so
valuable was that all of the
engineers and technicians associ-
ated with performing the work were
present. Their inputs along with the
real-time visual simulation were
used to determine the final integra-
tion process.
     According to Mike Conroy,
NASA chief, Computation Sciences
Branch, Engineering and Science
Division, “We’ve been able to

bring problems into the lab where
we can work to solve them. With
the simulation program, we can
control movements, discard things
that won’t work and troubleshoot
problem areas before they could
happen. Using real-time computer
simulations has saved time, money,
manpower hours and wear and tear
on the real hardware.”
     Robert Edwards, a virtual
simulation engineer with the
Boeing  Co. said, “We’ve been able
to insert real pictures of the
processing facilities and highbays
right into the simulations so they
look more real and accurate.

“The program is a great tool; you
can choose what is needed in the
simulation and view it at any angle,
zoom in or zoom out to catch things
that might be hidden. This ensures
the most accurate simulation.”
     UF-2 payloads also include the

Mobile Base System (MBS), the
second of the three-part Canadian-
built Mobile Servicing System and
an Italian-built Multi-Purpose
Logistics Module (MPLM) carrying
equipment, hardware and several
science experiments.
     Crew members for Mission STS-
111 are Commander Kenneth
Cockrell, Pilot Paul Lockhart, and
Mission Specialists Franklin
Chang-Diaz and Philippe Perrin of
the French Space Agency. Expedi-
tion 5 crew members, who will
travel to the Station aboard Endea-
vour, are Commander Valeri Korzun
and Sergei Treschev of the Russian
Space Agency and Peggy Whitson.

Expedition 4 crew members
returning aboard Endeavour after
more than 130 days on the Station
are Commander Yury Onufrienko of
the Russian Space Agency, Daniel
Bursch and Carl Walz.

KSC Direct live webcast
coverage of the STS-111
launch will offer  its most
informative and in-depth
program to date.

During the STS-111
program, an array of seven
featured guests will provide
overviews of their areas of
expertise.

For the exact time of the
start of KSC Direct program-
ming, please check the
home page at http://
www.ksc.nasa.gov/
KSCDirect/index.htm on
launch day.

STS-111 on
KSC Direct
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Students enjoy Space Day and more
Education events heat up
as summer approaches

Kennedy Space Center’s Education Programs
and University Research Division is beginning
the school-free season with a continuous flow
of activities.

“We are proud to be kicking off our summer
season with several very exciting programs for
students, educators and NASA employees. The
first of these are National Space Day, Space in
the Classroom, and the Educator Resource
Center Network/Education Technology Program
Joint Conference, “ said Pam Biegert, KSC’s
Education Programs and University Research
Division chief.

National Space Day brought more than 400
children in school groups to the Kennedy Space
Center Visitor Complex (KSCVC) on May 2.

JoAnn Morgan, External Relations and
Business Development director, welcomed the
students from grades 3 to 12. The group then
watched the brand-new 3-D IMAX Space
Station movie narrated by Tom Cruise, inter-
viewed former-astronaut Story Musgrave,
participated in a live webcast and watched in
awe as Exploration Station experiments were
performed in the Universe Theater.

KSC also supported the Orlando Science
Center’s celebration of National Space Day by
sending education personnel and exhibits of
KSC-unique products and materials for the
students to see and touch.

The Florida Space Authority sponsored the
Space Foundation’s Space in the Classroom
(SITC) educational conference from May 2-4 at
KSC. The hands-on conference for K-12
educators explored teaching with space and

offers optional graduate credit.
Along with a KSC tour, educators learned

science concepts and experienced them first
hand in a real life environment.

For more information on SITC, visit
www.spacefoundation.org.

The Educational Technology Program (ETP)
and National Educators Resource Center
Network (ERCN) Conference began at the
KSCVC on May 7.

After the kickoff in the Universe Theater
hosted by Morgan and Steve Dutzcak, KSC’s
Pre-College Programs lead, the participants
headed to the Center for Space Education
building for the ERC Open House. This allowed
the participants a close look at the facility.

Later in the week, Science Education Director

STS-109 astronauts
visit with KSC workers

Astronaut Story Musgrave visits with students at Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex during
National Space Day May 2. The day was just one of a number of educational events held by KSC.

for Life Sciences Tom Dreschel presented a
Fundamental Biology Program workshop. The
workshop focused on Space Shuttle Mission
STS-107.

The workshop’s goal was to inform partici-
pants about educational/outreach materials and
programs that will be available related to
STS-107 as well as familiarize them with the
science that will be performed.

The division will be offering learning opportu-
nities all summer, including internship and
apprenticeship programs, motivational speakers,
mentor training, and the May 14-15 MarsPort
Engineering Design Student Competition.

Details about KSC’s education programs can
be found at www-pao.ksc.nasa.gov/kscpao/
educate/edu.htm.

Members of the STS-109 crew sign autographs
for Kennedy Space Center workers in the KSC
Training Auditorium May 3. Before the signing,
the crew showed their mission highlights tape
and talked with employees about their mission
to service the Hubble Space Telescope.
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Technology Training Center opens at KSCVC

At the opening ceremony for SABRE, Space Agricultural Biotechnology
Research and Education, April 29, key participants gather around the
SABRE poster. From left are Robert Ferl, professor in the horticultural
sciences department and assistant director of the University of Florida
Biotechnology Program, who will direct and be responsible for
coordinating the research and education; William Knott, senior scientist in
the NASA biological sciences office; U.S. Representative Dave Weldon;
Center Director Roy Bridges Jr.; and Florida Representative Bob Allen.

JoAnn Morgan, External Relations and Business Development director, addresses attendees of the Technology
Training Center ribbon-cutting May 3 at the Center for Space Education at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex. The new center will be used for Brevard Community College’s aerospace degree program. The $1
million program is funded through state grants and cash and in-kind contributions from aerospace companies.

Kennedy Space Center Director Roy Bridges Jr., fourth from left, and
others attend a briefing on hydrogen research at the Florida Solar Energy
Center (FSEC) in Cocoa. NASA recently awarded the center, a research
institute of the University of Central Florida, a hydrogen research grant of
$5.425 million. The FSEC has long been recognized for its excellence in
hydrogen research. In 1983, NASA KSC funded the first hydrogen work at
FSEC. The new hydrogen research program will be co-managed by
Glenn Research Center and KSC.

Brevard Community College
aerospace students and the space
program will benefit from a new
addition to the Center for Space
Education at the Kennedy Space
Center Vistor Complex.

A new 3,000-square-foot Tech-
nology Training Center was added
to give students more than twice
the room they had for BCC’s two-
year aerospace degree program.

The ribbon-cutting for the new
facility was held May 3. Featured
speakers at the event were U.S.
Representative Dave Weldon and
BCC President Thomas Gamble.

BCC will rent the space from the
Astronauts Memorial Foundation.
The foundation is a not-for-profit
organization that honors astro-
nauts who sacrificed their lives for
the nation and the space program.

The theme of the conference was
“Beginning a New Era: Initiatives in
Space.” The exhibit hall featured
exhibits from more than 30 space
companies and government
agencies.

Panel and paper sessions by
international and national space
program leaders and representa-
tives from Kennedy Space Center
and the 45th Space Wing explored
issues facing the space industry.

Hot topics included exploration
initiatives, spaceport infrastructure
and cutting-edge technologies.

A session on Florida’s role in
space research was especially
timely as it highlighted several
NASA-KSC partnerships with state
universities that have recently
made news.

The SABRE, Space Agricultural
Biotechnology Research and
Education,  program was described
by Robert Ferl, professor in the
horticultural sciences department
and assistant director of the
University of Florida Biotechnol-
ogy Program. Ferl will direct and be
responsible for coordinating
program research and education.

Involving UF and NASA,
SABRE will focus on the discovery,
development and application of the

biological aspects of advanced life
support strategies.

The program will include faculty
from UF’s Institute of Food and
Agricultural Sciences, who will be
located at both KSC – in the state-
owned Space Experiment Research
and Processing Laboratory
(SERPL) being built there – and UF
in Gainesville.

NASA’s partnership with the
University of Central Florida’s
Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC)
was also discussed. The center has
been awarded a hydrogen research
grant of $5.425 million from NASA
Glenn Research Center.

The program was developed to
support NASA’s Space Launch
Initiative and Kennedy Space
Center’s Spaceport of the Future
plans. The 18-month research effort
will be co-managed by Glenn and
KSC. Research will be conducted
by the Solar Energy Center and
other universities within the State
University System of Florida.

FSEC has a strong technical
research staff and resources based
on its long-standing hydrogen
energy research programs sup-
ported by the U.S. DOE and NASA.
Some of the world’s leading
expertise in hydrogen storage and
utilization are at KSC, and KSC’s
programs make it a natural test bed
for evaluating new hydrogen
systems and applications.
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Prepare now for hurricane season

Boeing Rocketdyne
wins SSME contract

SLI completes milestone review

NASA has awarded a $1.14 billion con-
tract to the Rocketdyne Propulsion &
Power unit of the Boeing Co., Canoga
Park, Calif., for maintenance and support
of the Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME) for the next five years.

The contract calls for Rocketdyne to
support the Space Shuttle flight mani-
fest. Support includes on-going flight
and test engineering, as well as engine
refurbishment. The contract requires the
manufacture, assembly, test and delivery
of three additional SSMEs.

The contract also provides engineer-
ing support to both Main Engine
processing at NASA's Kennedy Space
Center and Main Engine test firing at
NASA's John C. Stennis Space
Center, Miss., as well as engine design,
manufacturing and engineering manage-
ment at the Rocketdyne facility.

     NASA is another step closer to defining the
next-generation reusable space transportation
system and successor to the Space Shuttle.

The Space Launch Initiative (SLI), a NASA-
wide effort defining the future of human space
flight, has completed its first milestone review –
resulting in a narrower field of potential candi-
dates for the nation’s second-generation
reusable space transportation system.

“To use the resources afforded by space, it’s
critical to increase reliability and safety while at
the same time reducing the cost of space
transportation,” said Art Stephenson, director of
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center, Hunts-
ville, Ala., which manages the SLI for the Office
of Aerospace Technology.

The recent review, called the Initial Architec-
ture Technology Review, analyzed and evalu-
ated competing second-generation reusable
space transportation architectures and tech-
nologies against NASA and commercial mission
requirements, as well as safety and cost goals.

Architecture refers to the complete transpor-
tation system design — that is, the vehicles and

their components that fly into space, as well as
the ground operations needed for launch.

The transportation system design includes an
Earth-to-orbit reusable launch vehicle; on-orbit
transfer vehicles and upper stages to put
satellites into orbits; mission planning; ground
and flight operations; and support infrastruc-
ture, both on orbit and on the ground.

Three contractor architecture teams (The
Boeing Co. of Seal Beach, Calif.; Lockheed
Martin Corp. of Denver; and a team including
Orbital Sciences Corp. of Dulles, Va., and
Northrop Grumman of El Segundo, Calif.)
presented dozens of potential architectures for
review. Following the review, each retained a
handful of possible candidates for the next-
generation reusable space launch system.

All NASA’s field centers and the Air Force
Research Laboratory are actively participating
in the SLI.

Additional information, including a list of the
selected contractors, is available on the Internet
at:http://www.slinews.com and http://
www.spacetransportation.com.

NASA Kennedy Space Center Headquarters
Building is completely underwater.

The barrier islands are washing away. The
ocean is 25 feet above sea level, with 20-foot
waves, and a 180-mph wind is howling.

This scenario could happen if a Category 5
hurricane made landfall just south of KSC.

Fortunately, this event is extremely unlikely.
Since 1871, no major hurricane (Category-3 or
higher, 131 mph or higher) has made landfall on
the central Florida Atlantic coast, although
many have made close approaches.

But remember, as the people at Homestead Air
Force Base discovered in 1992 with Hurricane
Andrew, it only takes one.

Even a weaker Category 1 or 2 storm with
winds of up to 110 mph can ruin your whole day,
especially if you live or work on a barrier island.

The official hurricane season is June 1
through November 30. Now is the time to
prepare and update your hurricane plans.

Ask yourself: Where will I evacuate? What do
I need for my hurricane kit? How will I keep
informed on the weather? Who do I need to
inform when I evacuate? How will I care for my
pets? Should I get a weather alert radio? And
many other questions.

The importance of being prepared cannot be
overemphasized. The day before landfall is the
wrong time to fight the crowds at the stores, just
to find out the materials you need are sold-out.

If you think the Christmas shopping rush is
crowded, wait until you see the day before a

hurricane. As with all management issues, the
key is to “plan your work, and work your plan!”

The experts are predicting another season of
above average hurricane activity. The latest
prediction from Dr. Gray at Colorado State
University, the nation’s leading hurricane
season predictor, is for a season 25 percent
above normal.

Dr. Gray is predicting 12 named storms
(tropical storm strength or greater), 7 hurricanes,
and 3 major hurricanes (Category-3 or greater).

The more storms, the greater the chance one
of them will affect you.  Are you ready to
evacuate if necessary?

Remember, you must finish all your outdoor
work before tropical storm winds arrive
(39 mph). Otherwise it becomes too dangerous
to work outside.

You can save you and your family a lot of
grief by being well prepared and ready to
evacuate immediately when the evacuation is
announced.

Beating the “tidal wave” of traffic leaving the
coast will save you considerable frustration
driving and increase the chances of finding an
in-land hotel, if that’s your plan. Old hands
know to scout out several hotels at several
locations and call days ahead for reservations
when hurricanes threaten, then cancel the
reservation if not needed.

Further information or hurricane preparedness
training is available from the KSC Emergency
Preparedness Office, (321) 853-6861, and 45th
Weather Squadron, (321) 853-8410.

Information on what you need to do to be
prepared is at the following Web sites:

45th Weather Squadron, https://www.patrick.
af.mil/45og/45ws; KSC Emergency Prepared-
ness, http://sgs.ksc.nasa.gov/sgs/sites/other/
emergency_prep/index.htm; National Weather
Service in Melbourne, www.srh.noaa.gov/MLB;
National Hurricane Center, www.nhc.noaa.gov;
Federal Emergency Management Agency,
www.fema.gov/fema/trop.htm; American Red
Cross, www.redcross. or ghttp://chapters.
redcross.org/fl/brevard; and Brevard County
Emergency Management, http://embrevard.com.
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Environmental and Energy
Awareness Week draws interest

NASA’s latest Earth observing satellite, Aqua, successfully
launches aboard a Delta II rocket at 2:55 a.m. PDT. Aqua is
dedicated to advancing our understanding of Earth’s water cycle
and our environment. Launching the Aqua spacecraft marks a
major milestone in support of NASA’s mission to help us better
understand and protect our planet. The Aqua spacecraft lifted off
from the Western Test Range of Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.
Spacecraft separation occurred at 3:54 a.m. PDT, inserting Aqua
into a 438-mile orbit.

Aqua heads skyward

Field trips, demonstrations and
presentations may sound like all
fun, but the 2002 Environmental
and Energy Awareness Week
(EEAW) was definitely educational
as well.

The festivities began on Earth
Day, April 22, and continued until
April 24.

To start the activity-packed
week, David Struhs, Florida
Department of Environmental
Protection secretary, spoke to a
filled Training Auditorium.

Struhs discussed everything
from the first Earth Day to the
ironic fact that environment
management evolved at the same
time the space program began and
how the two are still co-dependent.

“We’re unleashing new technol-
ogy to save nature,” said Struhs,
who leads Gov. Jeb Bush’s “Florida
Forever” plan.

The Kennedy Space Center
workforce is definitely leading the
way in “Balancing Nature and
Technology” – the 2002 theme.

To end the ceremony, SGS
President Mike Butchko presented
Energy Eagle Awards to David Hall,
David Lambert, Andy Anderson,
Freddie Furman and John Martin
for their innovative energy and
cost-saving concepts.

A kickoff ceremony was held on
the Headquarters Building front
lawn April 23 to recognize employ-
ees who contribute to KSC’s
environment and energy savings
on a daily basis.

Shannah Trout, from Dynamac,
was awarded for her slogan,

“Balancing Technology and
Nature.”

Kandy Warren, External Rela-
tions and Business Development
public affairs specialist, also was
awarded for her water slogan, “One
small drop for KSC – one giant lake
for mankind.”

For his outstanding energy
leadership role, Dave Koval also
received an award and recognition.

Diane Callier, Environmental
Program Branch chief, then
encouraged attendants to partici-
pate in all EEAW’s offerings, after
expressing her gratitude for
everyone’s hard work.

“I’m always impressed with all
we do to protect KSC’s unique
environment,” said Callier.

Not only were booths manned to
distribute everything from posters
to literature on indoor air quality at
the workplace and irrigation
practices, but participants could
also take part in interactive events.

A field trip was offered to visit a
thriving scrub jay colony, which
coexists in the shadow of the
Shuttle. Spectators could see the
latest in automobile technology –
alternative fueled vehicles.

Danielle Stern, from the Brevard
County Regional Stormwater Utility
Department, educated employees
on stormwater runoff – the state’s
leading source of water pollution.

Representatives from the
Aquatics Program explained their
role at KSC and how they monitor
things such as sea turtle nesting,
animal strandings and water
quality.

Workers visit information booths during Environmental and Energy
Awareness Week at Kennedy Space Center.


